Recently, hashing-based large-scale remote sensing (RS) image retrieval has attracted much attention. Many new hashing algorithms have been developed and successfully applied to fast RS image retrieval tasks. However, there exists an important problem rarely addressed in the research literature of RS image hashing. The RS images are practically produced in a streaming manner in many real-world applications, which means the data distribution keeps changing over time. Most existing RS image hashing methods are batch-based models whose hash functions are learned once for all and kept fixed all the time. Therefore, the pre-trained hash functions might not fit the ever-growing new RS images. Moreover, the batch-based models have to load all the training images into memory for model learning, which consumes many computing and memory resources. To address the above deficiencies, we propose a new online hashing method, which learns and adapts its hashing functions with respect to the newly incoming RS images in terms of a novel online partial random learning scheme. Our hash model is updated in a sequential mode such that the representative power of the learned binary codes for RS images are improved accordingly. Moreover, benefiting from the online learning strategy, our proposed hashing approach is quite suitable for scalable real-world remote sensing image retrieval. Extensive experiments on two large-scale RS image databases under online setting demonstrated the efficacy and effectiveness of the proposed method.
Introduction
With the rapid development of satellite and aerial vehicle technologies, we have entered an era of remote sensing (RS) big data. Automatic knowledge discovery from massive RS data has become increasingly urgent. Among emerging RS big data mining efforts, large-scale RS image retrieval has attracted an increasing amount of research interest due to its broad applications in the RS research community. For example, a fast and accurate retrieval of similar satellite cloud images can provide valuable judging information for short-term weather forecasting. Besides, in the disaster rescue scenario, a fast rescue and optimal resources allocating also depend on the real-time and precise retrieval strategies for the photographs of disaster area.
In earlier RS image retrieval systems, RS image retrieval mainly relied on manual tags in terms of sensor types, waveband information, and geographical locations of remote sensing images. However, the manual generation of tags is quite time consuming and becomes especially prohibitive when the image hashing approaches. (1) The existing RS image hashing methods are based on a batch learning fashion, which assume all training images are available in advance for training and the hash functions keep unchanged once the learning procedure finished. However, in many real-world RS applications, the RS images become available continuously in streaming fashion. For example, the satellite transmits remote sensing images back to the data center every day. In such environments, the RS image database is enriched by time and the new incoming images may have different distribution with the existing images or even belong to a totally new category that has never been seen before. Thus, for the batch-based hashing methods, the pre-learned hash functions may be inappropriate for the new RS images over time. One solution is to accumulate all the available data and repeatedly do batch learning to re-train new hash functions, which is a quite inefficient learning manner, especially for time-consuming hashing methods. ( 2) The batch-based hashing methods usually have to load all the training RS images into the memory for hash function learning. Thus, these methods make very high demands on the computing hardware such as CPU and memory, which limits their practical application on many mobile remote sensing devices. In addition, for many real large-scale RS image databases, it is even impossible to load the whole training dataset into memory, let alone training hash model. Therefore, batch-based hashing on large-scale data often results in a great deal of computational time and memory cost, which does not satisfy the requirement of the real-world applications.
To overcome the above problems, we propose a novel online hashing method for fast and scalable RS image retrieval in this paper. Online learning approaches are quite efficient for streaming data modeling [35] [36] [37] . Specifically, we first formulate our hash model based on a partial random auto-encoder and then develop a novel online hash function learning scheme to continuously update the hash model such that it fits the sequentially arriving new images over time. Our online hashing method only employs the new RS images to optimize the hash functions at each learning round and do not need to revisit all the available data, which has greatly reduced the demands on computing and memory costs. Even for the oversized RS image database that is difficult to handle using batch hashing methods, one can divide the whole big dataset into many small chunks and then implement binary code learning through our proposed online hashing method. As a result, our proposed method is very suitable and efficient for scalable RS image retrieval tasks. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
(1) A novel online hashing method is developed for scalable RS image retrieval problem. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first attempt to exploit online hash function learning in the large-scale remote sensing image retrieval literature. (2) By learning the hash functions in an online manner, the parameters of our hash model can be updated continuously according to the new obtained RS images by time, which in contrast is one main drawback of the existing batch hashing methods. (3) The proposed online hashing approach reduces the computing complexity and memory cost in the learning process compared with batch hashing methods. Experimental results show the superiority of our online hashing for scalable RS image retrieval tasks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the proposed online RS image hashing method is described in detail. Extensive experiments are conducted in Section 3 to evaluate the performance of our proposed method as well as other compared approaches. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 4.
The Proposed Approach
Our proposed hashing approach contains two main steps: (1) hash model formulation, which defines the form of hash model used in the paper; and (2) online hash function learning, which describes how to update the hash functions dynamically based on the sequentially arriving data. The illustration of the proposed online hashing approach for scalable RS image retrieval is shown in Figure 1 . 
Hash Model Formulation
Suppose that the RS image dataset used for training contains n images. Specifically, x i ∈ R d is a d-dimensional feature vector for the i-th image and the feature vectors for all n images are {x 1 , x 2 , · · · x n }. Denote X = [x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n ] ∈ R d×n as the whole data matrix. The corresponding binary code matrix for the dataset is H = [h 1 , h 2 , · · · , h n ] ∈ {−1, 1} r×n , where r is the code length. The hash code vector for the i-th image is a column of H and is denoted as h i . The goal of hashing is to learn hash functions that encode the original RS images from the d-dimensional feature space into an r-dimensional hamming space.
Our hash model is formulated by a partial random auto-encoder which includes both forward and backward parameters. First, the whole data matrix is randomly projected from the d-dimensional feature space to an r-dimensional relaxed hamming space with sigmoid activation function as follows:
where A ∈ R d×r is a randomly generated projection matrix and b ∈ R r is a randomly generated bias row vector. g(x) = 1/(1 + e −x ) is the sigmoid activation function and 1 n denotes the n × 1 column vector in which all the elements are equal to 1. P ∈ R n×r is the projected data matrix. This is the forward procedure, whose parameters are randomly generated. Then, a linear model parameter β β β is employed to fit randomly projected data P back to the original data X and β β β is learned by minimizing the following problem:
The optimal linear model parameter can be simply computed as follows:
where the superscript † denotes the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of a matrix. P † can be given by P † = (P T P) −1 P T . This is the backward procedure, whose parameters are optimized based on the training images. Our hash model is inspired by extreme learning machine (ELM) approach [38] , however supervised ELM computes forward to a target label matrix while our model computes backward to the original feature data X T . Therefore, our method is in fact an unsupervised data-dependent hashing scheme. Finally, the hash codes H for all the images in the training database can be simply obtained by
Online Hash Function Learning
It is easy to observe from Section 2.1 that the defined hash model is a batch-learning based hashing approach, in which all the training images are assumed to be available in advance and the hash model parameters keep fixed once the learning procedure is finished. However, as we have explained in Section 1, such hashing methods are not well adapted to the scalable streaming RS images, which is a common scenario in the real-world applications. For example, as more and more new RS images are available, the pre-learned hash functions may become unsuitable or even fail for hash code generation. Moreover, it is even impossible to load all the images into memory for learning when the training dataset is oversized. In this part, we introduce a novel online hashing scheme which can update the hash functions continuously so that it can fit the sequentially available RS images.
We assume that the new RS images are available in a stream form. Let D i denote the data chunk received at round i, i = {1, 2, ...}. One highlight of online learning is that when learning new information at round t, the algorithm should not access the previously seen image data
Given a chunk of initial training set D 1 , we can compute its hash code as
T , wherê
1 P 1 , and P 1 is obtained based on Equation (1) as
Suppose that we are given another chunk of data D 2 , the proposed method becomes minimizing the following problem if considering both image datasets D 1 and D 2 :
where the optimizedβ 2 β 2 β 2 can be given bŷ
If we let (
From Equations (6) and (7), we can see thatβ 2 β 2 β 2 can be expressed as a function ofβ 1 β 1 β 1 based on the new data chunk D 2 .
Without loss of generality, we can easily get a recursive form for the streaming data chunk D i as new images arrive. When the k-th chunk of image set is received, we have
By recursively applying (8) and (9), the hash model parameterβ β β is updated with respect to the new available RS images and the learned hash codes for all the images are also improved continuously with the streaming data. More importantly, we only have to handle the current data chunk without needing to access the whole image set at each round. Therefore, our method is less constrained by the computational and space cost limitation compared with the batch hashing approaches.
The learning process of the proposed online partial randomness hashing (OPRH) method is summarized in Algorithm 1. 
Compute P i by
Update Q i with Equation (8) 9:
Updateβ î β î β i with Equation (9) 10: end for 11: Compute the hash codes H for the whole database
Complexity Analysis
We analyze the complexity of our proposed online partial randomness hashing method. Specifically, for a stream of data chunk D 1 , D 2 , ..., D t , we update the hash model parameters at every round i = 1, 2, ..., t. We analyze both the time and space complexity for hash function learning at each round.
Time Complexity: The time complexity of computing P k at each round is O(n k dr), where n k is the number of images in the k-th chunk, d is the dimensionality of the original feature vectors and r is the length for hash codes. The complexity of updating Q k andβ β β k can be O(n k r 2 ) and O(n k r 3 + n k dr), respectively. Thus, the overall time complexity for each round is O(n k r 3 + n k dr).
Space Complexity: In our method, all the operations at each round are conducted on a data chunk D k without accessing the whole dataset, space overhead of which is O(n k d). The Q k andβ β β k updating steps occupy a space of O(n k r + r 2 ) and O(dr) space is needed to store the final learned hash model parameterβ β β t . Thus, the overall space complexity is O(n k d + r 2 + dr).
In the light of the above observations, our OPRH approach is quite suitable for scalable RS image hashing and fast retrieval because the operated data chunk at each round is much smaller than the whole large dataset. Especially when the RS image set is oversized and impossible to be loaded into the memory, we can divide the whole image set into many small chunks and employ our OPRH method for binary code learning, which can be easily finished even on a ordinary computer.
Experiments

Datasets and Settings
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of our proposed OPRH. Two issues are verified in the following experiments: (1) large-scale RS image retrieval performance of our method compared to state-of-the-art batch-based hashing algorithms; and (2) the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed OPRH method under online setting.
Two public large-scale satellite datasets are used in the experiments, i.e., SAT-4 and SAT-6 airborne datasets [39] , which contain 500,000 and 405,000 images, respectively. SAT-4 dataset contains four classes and SAT-6 contains six classes. All the images in these two datasets are normalized to 28 × 28 pixels in size. Some example images from the two datasets are shown in Figure 2 . One thousand images are randomly selected from each dataset as testing queries and the remaining images are used for training and retrieval database. We extract a 512-dimensional GIST descriptor [40] 
We compare our approach with both batch-based hashing methods and online hashing methods. The batch-based hashing methods include two recent RS image hashing methods, Partial Randomness Hashing (PRH) [32] and Kernel Unsupervised Locality Sensitive Hashing (KULSH) [31] , and four hashing approaches, Inductive Hashing on Manifolds (IMH) [23] , Isotropic Hashing (IsoHash) [22] , Iterative Quantization (ITQ) [20] , and Spherical Hashing (SpH) [21] , used in computer vision. The compared two online hashing methods are Online Kernel-based Hashing (OKH) [35] and Online Sketch Hashing (OSH) [36] , which are used in the natural image processing literature, because our proposed approach is the first online hashing method for large-scale RS image retrieval. For the batch-based hashing methods, all the training images are used to learn the hash functions. For the online hashing methods, we randomly divide the whole training set into 1000 different chunks to simulate the online condition and the hash functions are updated in a streaming way.
To perform fair evaluations, we adopt the hamming ranking search commonly used in the literature. All the images in the database are ranked according to their hamming distance to the query and the desired neighbors are returned from the top of the ranked list. The retrieval performance is measured with average precision of the top K returned examples and the overall precision-recall curves. More specifically, precision and recall are defined as follows: 
According to Equation (10), we get precision of the top K returned examples for a query image if the correctly predicted samples divided by K. The average precision is obtained by averaging the precision scores over all the test queries. Tables 1 and 2 show the average precision of the Top-10 and Top-100 retrieved image samples by different hashing methods on the two datasets. We can observe that the ITQ and PRH methods achieve relative better results among the batch-based hashing methods under varied hash bits. For the online hashing methods, the proposed OPRH achieves better results compared with the competitors in most cases. By comparing our OPRH method with the batch-based hashing methods, we can find that our OPRH obtains comparable performance to the batch methods on SAT-4 dataset while sometimes achieves even better results than all of the other compared approaches on SAT-6 dataset, which has indicated the effectiveness of the proposed online hashing method. The performance gain our OPRH approach may be attributed to the backward learning procedure, which helps learn more accurate projection parameter to enhance the representational ability of hash codes.
Results and Analysis
The average precision with respect to different retrieved samples and the precision-recall curves of compared hashing methods on the two datasets are shown in Figure 3 . Since too many cures will be overlapped and hard to distinguish, we only keep the online hashing methods and the batch-based RS hashing methods in the figure. In Figure 3a -c,g-i, we can observe that our OPRH method consistently outperforms OSH and OKH methods when the retrieved images increase and the improvements are more notable for long code length. The reason may be that OSH and OKH have large quantization error when generating binary codes while our OPRH can reduce the error in code binarization through the backward decoder learning procedure. Precision-recall curve reflects the overall image retrieval performance of different hashing approaches. In Figure 3d -f,j-l, we also find that our OPRH method achieves the best results among the compared online hashing methods. The proposed OPRH method has comparable overall performance to batch-based PRH method and much better than KULSH approach on the two datasets. To explicitly compare the online hash function updating process at each round for the online hashing methods, we compute the the average retrieval precision of different methods after each round and show it in Figure 4 . It is obvious that the proposed OPRH method outperforms both OKH and OSH approaches on the two datasets. Moreover, OKH has big fluctuations during the online learning process and its performance even deteriorates as the number of received chunks increases on SAT-4 dataset, while our proposed OPRH achieves quite stable improvement when more and more new image chunks are available for training. To show the online updating process of our approach more intuitively, we give an visual example for image retrieval in Figure 5 , which shows the first returned 16 samples to the query image by our method after different learning rounds. We can see that the retrieval results become more and more accurate as the learning round increases. The reason is that the learned hash functions improve continuously as new training images are obtained and thus the generated hash codes also become more accurate. This also indicates that our proposed online hashing method can fit the new available streaming data very well, which is the shortcoming of batch-based hashing methods in contrary. We also compare the learning efficiency of different hashing methods, which is shown in Table 3 . All experiments are implemented with MATLAB code and run on a PC with Intel Core-i5 2.3 GHz CPU, 8 GB RAM. For the batch-based hashing methods, we report their total time on the whole training image set and for the online hashing methods, we show both their average updating time at each round and the accumulated time of total rounds. Among the batch-based methods, PRH and IsoHash are much more efficient than other methods. Among the online hashing methods, our OPRH approach has the fastest updating time at each round and more than 10 times faster than the compared OSH method. The accumulated time of total 1000 rounds of our OPRH is still comparable to the PRH method. For memory cost, the online hashing approaches are much lower than the batch-based hashing methods. This is easy to explain because the online hashing methods only have to handle a small image chunk at each learning round while the batch-based methods have to load all the images into the memory for training. More specifically, the PRH algorithm occupies about 1.2 GB RAM to store the data and parameters in the learning process on SAT-6 dataset with 64-bits in our experiments while only 1.8 MB RAM is needed for our OPRH method. SAT-6 dataset only has 405,000 images. Imagine that, if we are given a RS image dataset consisting of a million or billion images, which is impossible to be loaded into the memory for training, the batch-based hashing methods would not work. However, our proposed online hashing method is still able to do hash function learning by segmenting the whole database into many small chunks. Therefore, the proposed OPRH method is quite suitable for hash code learning and fast image retrieval on oversized RS image sets, which is expected in real-world applications. To evaluate the large-scale RS image retrieval performance of our proposed hashing approach and direct linear search strategy, we conduct image retrieval experiments with our OPRH method and 2 linear scan. For our OPRH method, image retrieval is carried out with learned binary codes in the hamming space. 2 linear scan directly does image retrieval in the original feature space based on the Euclidean distance of feature vectors. Besides the GIST descriptor used in the previous experiments, CNN feature is also adopted to evaluate the generalizing ability of our OPRH method. We choose AlexNet as the CNN feature extraction model and the output 4096-dimensional feature of the fully connected layer fc7 is extracted for each image. PCA is applied to reduce the dimensionality to 1024 and form the final feature vector for the images. The comparison of average search time per image and mean precision of Top-100 retrieved samples is shown in Table 4 . From the results, we can find that, when using CNN feature instead of GIST descriptor, the average retrieval precision can be improved by 30-40% on the two datasets. This is attributed to the powerful representation ability of CNN feature, which is able to learn more high-level semantic information. For different image search strategies, the direct search in the original image feature space can obtain higher accuracy than hashing-based search methods in most cases. However, by sacrificing a little accuracy, the hashing approaches can obtain much faster search speed than the traditional direct search method. For example, compared with direct search in the CNN feature space, OPRH + CNN achieves more than 60 times speed acceleration with only 1% drop in the retrieval accuracy on the SAT-6 dataset. The reason is that our OPRH approach conducts image retrieval based on binary codes and the hamming distance between different codes can be efficiently calculated with XOR operation, which is much more faster that the computation of Euclidean distance in the feature space. Finally, to demonstrate the superiority of the proposed hashing approach for real-world large-scale remote sensing image retrieval, we generate a synthetic dataset consisting of 100 million samples of 1000 dimension. Due to the size of the synthetic dataset, it exceeds the processing ability of traditional batch-based hashing approaches and brute force linear search schemes. However, by dividing the dataset into one million small chunks, our OPRH hashing approach only has to handle 100 samples at each round and can finish hash model training in 33 min on our ordinary PC. With learned binary codes of 64-bits, fast image retrieval from 100 million samples can be carried out at the speed of 5 s per image. These results demonstrate that the proposed OPRH is scalable to massive streaming remote sensing data even on a common computer.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a novel online hashing method, named online partial randomness hashing (OPRH), for retrieving scalable remote sensing image databases. Benefiting from the online learning scheme, the hash model parameters can be updated continuously according to the streaming image data, which is a common scenario in the real-world applications. Therefore, the hash codes learned by our approach have better generalization ability compared with the batch-based hashing approaches. More importantly, the batch-based hashing methods will face difficulties when handling very large database due to the high complexity and space limitation while the proposed method can be easily applied to oversized dataset by dividing it into several small chunks. Thus, our OPRH method is very suitable for large-scale remote sensing image retrieval. Extensive experiments on two public large-scale satellite datasets have demonstrated the effectiveness and efficiency of our approach.
Our proposed online hashing method can be used in many real-time remote sensing applications due to its adapting ability to variations in datasets as they grow and diversify. For example, on-orbit processing of satellite remote sensing images can be conducted through our online hashing method to improve the efficiency of information processing. Real-time retrieval from huge historical satellite cloud pictures with our proposed approach can provide the forecaster more effective information for short-term weather forecasting. At the same time, there are also some challenging issues that need to be addressed for our proposed online hashing approach. The hash functions of our approach are updated gradually according to the changing database, but the updating frequency needs to be well decided in real-world applications. Too high frequency is time-consuming while low updating frequency may lead to unsatisfactory retrieval results. In addition, the hash code indexing must also be frequently updated when hash functions change. This may cause inefficiencies in the real-world systems. Therefore, solutions must be simultaneously developed to alleviate this particular problem in future work.
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